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About Us
Welcome To Solid Digital Printing Sdn. Bhd.
SOLID DIGITAL PRINTING SDN. BHD. contributed upgrade its services to local market since 2000 (previously
known as Solid Signcraft since 1980). With the strong hold to our company philosophy, highest satisfaction, quality
& creativity, we are committed to the highest level of quality to serve each of our customers better.
To have the latest & faster technology is a big concern in today's world to win the race. Enabling customers to win
the race is a major part for Solid Digital Printing.
With passage of time SOLID DIGITAL recognized that increased creativity & increased production can benefit
every one. With fine printing & job quality with our faster speeds digital print machines customers is sure to get the
best quality result & to find their business growing. We can only look forward growing with these customers by
keeping all of their jobs need well satisfied.
We provides a comprehensive range of advertisement services at competitive price in indoor & outdoor advertising,
close collaboration with advertising agencies, supporting public relations agencies, servicing corporate & private
companies.
Our dedicated personnel with experience begin their service the moment you make the first call. From quick,
efficient order handling to helpful customer services representatives, we are dedicated to understand the many &
diverse needs of individuals, thus we are attuned to your specific needs.
Vision
Our vision is to provide our customers with a full range of services from the very beginning start their business. Grow
with them & develop a strong working relationship that catalyst to both the companies. Support them in the
developing stage with the hope to able to nurture the growth of both of our companies.
Fast
Our promise to our customer is a fast response to their needs without compromising.
Accurate
We take every step to understand our customer needs to provide accurate, attract effective work & design.
Creative
Our new fresh radical designs will capture the attention of your audience.
Effective
Creating new ideas that are effective to your needs. This does not only mean creative ideas but also cost effective
method of reaching out to your target too.
Our Services
We deal with all printing and publishing needs. SOLID DIGITAL is integrated solutions provider, specializing in
indoor outdoor advertising; offering a full range of services from creative graphic design work, layout plan, scanning
and output up to the finished end products.
We are pleased to offer businesses and individuals companies, with a full range of related services as following :
We have separately in 6 Production Department:
1) Signage Dept. 2) Inkjet Print Dept. 3) Digital Fast Print Dept. 4) Laser & Engraving Dept.
5) UV Flatbed Print Dept. 6) Web Online Print Dept.
Billboard, Lightbox, LED Box-up Sign, Reflective Sign, Wooden Engrave Sign, Banner / Streamer, Event Backdrop,
Vehicle Advertising, Car Decal (Car Sticker), Indoor Mural, Poster, Photo Enlarge, Backlit Print, UV Flatbed Inkjet
Print (Can Print On Any Flat Material), Exhibition Display Stand, Button Badge, Acrylic Key Chain, Business Card,
PVC ID Card, Color Photostat, Digital Fast Print On Demand, Brochure / Flyer, Booklet, Coupon, Event Ticket,
Restaurant Menu with Hard Cover, Photo Book with Hard Cover, Biz-Documents, Pre-ink Stamp, Sticker Lettering
Cutting, Advertising Design, Engraving Service & Installation Service. Etc.
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FACILITIES & EQUIPMENT
UV Flat Bed Printing
This is a relatively new technology which allows printing with UV cured inks directly onto uncoated rigid substrates.. We offer
300 dpi, 600 dpi and even 1440 dpi resolution. We can either do four colour printing with optional colour printing plus. We also
do “white printing” & "varnish printing", which allows us to do four colour process onto clear substrates. Our UV Flatbed printer
fills the gap between our multi screen printing program and our digital inkjet program. With resolution up to 1440 dpi, we can
now offer a short run, premium colour images printed onto a wide selection of solid substrates. Rather than print a digital image
onto paper, then apply a double adhesive, then mount onto a substrate and then add a protective laminate, direct UV flat bed
printing eliminates three of these individual steps thereby reducing your costs in material, time and labor. For shorter print runs,
our UV Flatbed provides a less costly option for printing directly onto substrates to a maximum print size of 4’ x 8’ and media
thicknesses up to 4”.
The variety of media is practically unlimited. Traditional paper and card stocks, Coroplast, Styrene, Sintra, Foamcore,
Gatorboard, both reinforced and pressure sensitive vinyl, canvas and fabrics. But there’s more! Aluminum, metal, wood,
ceramic tiles, glass, acrylic, Plexiglas, acetate and other transparent media can also be printed on.
Our production group has been carefully trained on this new print technology; a technology that is still evolving. New
applications are surfacing weekly. If you have a specific new need for direct printing onto substrates, contact us. We look
forward to arriving with you at a satisfactory solution.
Large Format Inkjet Printing
One of the real changes that impacted large format colour printing was the advent of digital files, (capture and storage), and
inkjet printing, (output). It would take to much space here to outline all the developments that have taken place. Suffice to say
digital software programs, i.e. Adobe Photoshop, In-Design Illustrator etc. have allowed more people to easily access the world
of design, in its many forms. These digital applications, in concurrence with the advances of more cost effective ink jet print
technology and it’s many subsequent types of media options and applications, has opened a whole new sphere of print
opportunities and objectives.
One of the major benefits of this new expertise is the ability to source an inexpensive “one print only” or a more cost effective
short run, on-demand print resource which was traditionally unavailable or extremely expensive.
Although these processes on the surface look easy, under the surface the production dynamics are far more complex.
The variety of media, the variety of inks and their respective colour gamets and adhesion characteristics, different printer head
designs and RIP programs plus the fact that the aforementioned specifications change monthly, add up to the very important
need to be on top of the processes.
New World Print uses over nine different wide track ink jet printers, up to a maximum 120" width, using3 different ink programs
(UV ink, Eco-solvent and Solvent) and using a wide choice of print resolutions, up to 1440 dpi. This allows us to offer you a wide
range of print and media options that can be economically targeted to your specific requirement.
Give us your ideas and we will make recommendations that will help you to present your ideas in a manner which will pay tribute
to your message.

Variable Data Print (VDP)

Digital Fast Print
With our knowledge and expertise in various mode of
printings, you can be ascertain of a whole myriad of
choice. Be it Print-On-Demand A5, A4 to A3 size wide
or simply Single sided to double sided printing. We also
provide printing services for Full-colour documents.
The possibilities are endless, limited only by your
imagination.
Want to print in full color? Black and white?
We leave the choice to you! And to provide you with more
affordable
options, you can choose to print in smaller quantities of
10, 20, 50 or up to 500 and above to facilitate for your
marketing campaigns or projects.
We can also help you bind your manuals and papers in
any format required, be it Wire-O, Saddle Stitched
(stapled at the center of the book),
Perfect Binding, or simply loose sheets. We can do it all
for you at an affordable price.
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BILLBOARD

- Freestanding - Wall Mounted - Overhead Panel - Wrap How do you get people in your door? Go Outdoor.
Outdoor is the only medium capable of delivering a
captive audience at the perfect time in the buying cycle.
Because outdoor allows you to speak directly to your
target audience. Start your outdoor lesson here & learn
what we’ve know for years - in term of value & impact,
outdoor is second to none.

Billboard are large outdoor panels found on the side of roads and streets or on buildings. Mainly use for advertising purposes, billboards
target drivers and pedestrians. The high impact they create make billboards one of the preferred outdoor advertising media to create
awareness of a brand, a product or a service. Billboards are usually designed using large images and few words. Also plays a very important
part in a business and can often contribute to the success or the failure of a business. Billboard helps direct customer flow around a shop or
shopping centre. It also encourages impulse purchases and highlight particular promotion as a point of purchase display. They are also a
very affordable way to advertise a brand, a product or a service at a trade exhibition or road show. Billboard is available as reflective or
spotlight to provide communication even during night time. Any design can be turned into billboard.
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CUSTOMIZED

3D BOX-UP EMBOSS SIGNAGE

- Galvanize Steel - Acrylic - PVC Board - MDF Board Box-Up emboss signage are speciality for outdoor & indoor, target to the long lasting &
customized signage, we normally seen this type of sign at factory & shopping complex.
Usually designed for brand name and logo. Also plays a very important part to let consumer
more easy to remember your brand.
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CUSTOMIZED

BOX-UP EMBOSS SIGNAGE + L.E.D
- Galvanize Steel - Acrylic - PVC Board - MDF Board - Concealed with L.E.D -

Now box-up emboss signage we can make it more
creativity & good effect at the night scene. With the
L.E.D Lighting we provide the sign with few effect,
example front lighting, shadow lighting, motion
color lighting & etc.
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CUSTOMIZED

CREATION SIGNBOARD
- Creative - Unique - Landmark -

Creation signboard is the idea base on client business, concept, theme &
we create to match the interior design with the special & unique material.
Nowadays the business to capture more consumer to visit & come to
shop, the creative signboard are a good attraction & can be a landmark on
any social media.
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CUSTOMIZED

LIGHTBOX. METAL SIGN

- Freestanding - Wall Mounted - Temp Board - Direction Sign -

- Lightbox is normal & medium cost signboard for customer. It built by material as polycarbonate
board with the mild steel structure and the inkjet vinyl sticker or customized cutting vinyl sticker.
Inside the Lighboard conceald with LED Fluorescent Lamp. We also provide lightbox become wall
mounted & freestanding.
- Metal signboard is normal & low cost signboard to let customer have the minimum choices. It
built by Material as colobond board with the mild steel structure and the inkjet banner surface or
customized cutting vinyl sticker. But this kind of metal signboard also can be the temp advertising
board & direction at road side.
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VEHICLE GRAPHIX

- Branding in Transportation Vehicle Graphix are effective means of living up
your retail store and making it more attractive and
customer friendly. Our retail graphics works
towards incorporating a better business
environment. Let us design the unique
graphics that will make your retail shop
grab customer attention. Whatever
be your business requirements,
our expert designers can
instinctively sense the right colors
and graphics for you. The retail
graphics services include
designing, organizing, printing
and installing display systems.
Our product range embraces all
types of Vehicle Graphix as below:
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LASER . ENGRAVING . DIGITAL CUT

- Acrylic - MDF - PVC Foam - Wood -

Laser, Engraving, Digital Cut, we provide the services on custom shape cutting with using our facilities.
Whatever be your business requirements, our expert designers can instinctively create unique item for you,
for company logo, industrial machine panel, souvenir, office, home, POP, & etc. Example as below item:-

LASER CUT

ENGRAVING CUT

DIGITAL CUT
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UV FLATBED PRINT

- Any Type Flat Material -

UV Flatbed is the technologies are let us can provide the services on printing in the any type of flat material.
Which are durable for outdoor or indoor. Example as below item:-

PRODUCTION IN PROCESS

OTHERS SAMPLE
WOOD BLIND

GLASS
GASKET

PVC MAT

GOLF BALL

CERAMIC TILES
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ADVERTISING CREATION

- Die-Cut - Eco Printing - Customized Our advertising creation is the customized the product, is use our line
of graphics to advertise your products, services and to provide
visually attractive information. We enable you to utilize every free
corner of your shop.
Our designs and prints retail graphics of all dimensions. You can
order a size and shape that suits the dimensions or your custom
display. Also are available in the choicest material & we also offer
quality high resolution prints, which look like photographs. Our latest
digital printing technologies ensure maximum durability of the prints.
Our prints promise a longer run, resisting wear and tear with ecofriendly ink.
Our products are cost-effective and our prices are competitive. Tell
us your budget and we will design and create the right product for
you.
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WALL . PILLAR .GLASS STICKER

- Outdoor - Indoor - Shop - Office - Home -

Our retail graphics ensure effective visual communication between you and your client. Use our line of graphics to advertise your products, services and
to provide visually attractive information. We enable you to utilize every free corner of your shop to improve your business.
Our designs and prints retail graphics of all dimensions. You can order a size and shape that suits the dimensions of your shop’s windows and walls. Our
retail graphics are available in the choicest colors. We only offer quality high resolution prints, which look like photographs. Our latest digital printing
technologies ensure maximum durability of the prints. Our prints promise a longer run, resisting wear and tear.
Our products are cost-effective and our prices are competitive. Tell us your budget and we will design and print the right retail graphics for you.

READY-MADE DISPLAY SYSTEM
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WEB TO PRINT

- Online Purchase & Order Web To Print, we provide the services online & friendly using as you can purchase online. Welcome agent & designer from different state to join our
member & get our services thru online. We also provide delivery all the goods to destination you request.
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ACHIEVEMENT & COMPLIMENT

SSM Registerd Company

Participation on 2013

ISO 9001 : 2008

Participation on 2014

Compliment by Ixora Hotel
2012 / 2013 / 2014 / 2015

FUJI XEROX APPRECIATION

Awards & Recognitions 2015 / 2016
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